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The views of Manhattan from Carin Scheve and Francesco Caramella’s 
Brooklyn apartment are hard to beat: “Our windows face the Hudson 
River and the Statue of Liberty, and we get the most beautiful sunsets,” 
says Carin, an interior and prop stylist. “It gives us the impression of  
being on the waterfront even though we live in a very industrial area.” 
Carin and Francesco live with their son, Milo, in a building in Sunset 
Park that used to function as a storage space for one of the manufactur-
ing, warehousing and shipping trades operating in their neighborhood. 
“Our area was one of the first intermodal shipping complexes in the  
United States,” Carin says. “Now the neighborhood attracts a lot of  
artists and photographers because of the great light and large warehouse  
units available for rent.” The layout of the couple’s home mirrors the 
area’s industrial feel with concrete floors, steel windows and concrete 
columns designed to prop up high ceilings. While the couple preserved 
much of the original open floor plan, a few walls were erected throughout 
the house to create separate spaces for work and living. “The cavernous  
layout of the loft creates a wonderful echo and has great acoustics. We  
sometimes host small concerts in our home,” she says. Carin and  

Francesco are driven by their creative professions—he works as an  
architect but often helps her source vintage furniture and props—and are 
constantly modifying both the structure and layout of the abode. “My  
work represents a way of living, so I’m always on the lookout for new  
ideas to switch up my home,” she says. “I remember changing my  
childhood room every month or so because I was fascinated by how I 
could make it feel different by modifying a few elements.” Living in such 
an expansive apartment allows them to seamlessly integrate their per-
sonal and professional lives; both frequently work from home and have 
been able to hold photo shoots there without having to rearrange all the 
furniture. “We often build, design and work in this space, so it’s the per-
fect place to mix work and play,” Carin says. “We have more than enough 
room to host large numbers of people and the space readily adapts to our  
every need.” Carin and Francesco have also taken measures to soften their 
home’s rugged structure by adding furniture and home wares that have 
a deep emotional resonance and provide a touch of warmth. “One of my 
favorite pieces is the rocking chair I got right before Milo was born,” she 
says. “I’ve spent countless hours in it rocking him to sleep.” 
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Previous Page: Carin and Francesco’s tea set 
is from Royal Holland and the salad bowl is by 
Tom Dixon. She found the artwork that hangs 
on the wall in the vintage section of Manhattan 
store Fishs Eddy.

Left: Carin salvaged the copper light shades 
at a vintage market, and Francesco designed 
their dining table. The collection of chairs that  
surround it includes pieces from Arne Jacobsen, 
Crate & Barrel and Eames. 


